BLOOMBERG LAW: CORPORATE TRANSACTIONS

CHANGE THE WAY YOU WORK THE DEAL WITH THE LATEST INNOVATION FROM BLOOMBERG BNA.
DEAL WORKFLOW SIMPLIFIED
Easily find precedent language and answers at every stage of the deal with Bloomberg Law: Corporate Transactions. Fast, reliable tools and a task-based user interface work along with you to complete your deals efficiently.

1. DRAFTING
Find precedents and improve your draft agreements using Draft Analyzer, DealMaker, and EDGAR search.

2. GUIDANCE

3. RESEARCH
Find deal data and all the law and guidance you need with Deal Analytics, EDGAR, SEC content, laws, rules and regulations—all in one place.

4. STAY CURRENT
Put the latest financial, legislative, and regulatory news at your fingertips—every day—with Bloomberg BNA Law Reports.
PRECEDENT SEARCH & DRAFTING SIMPLIFIED

FIND PRECEDENT
Bloomberg BNA’s DealMaker precedent bank containing hundreds of thousands of agreements. User-friendly, highly sortable, and filtered. Rely on DealMaker to find the right clause or agreement. Search by law firms and parties involved, deal size, deal status, deal type, and governing law.

SEARCH SEC FILINGS
Quickly search the database of SEC filings, agreements, and exhibits with an array of smart filters. In addition, with our EDGAR Comment Letter Threads, you can follow discussions of critical disclosure issues from the initial SEC staff comment, through subsequent filer and staff responses, until resolution. Focus in on Items and Risk Factors with targeted searching of SEC Filings.

COMPARE YOUR TEXT TO MARKET STANDARDS
Streamline your drafting with Draft Analyzer. Find the right language for your agreement, then compare it, paragraph-by-paragraph, against language from disclosed deals to build a market-tested standardized version or template. The “red line” tool highlights where your language differs from common drafting formulations found in the market.

Draft Analyzer Benefits:
• Find precedent agreements in EDGAR with ease.
• Test your draft for market-standard language.
• Avoid traps and pitfalls that could stall negotiations and tie up your deal.
RESEARCH TOOLS THAT EMPOWER YOU

**RESEARCH DEAL TERMS**
Powered by Bloomberg LP Terminal data, search our proprietary database of Deal Analytics for deal terms in more than half a million M&A transactions and more than 130,000 equity offerings.

**SEARCH SEC FILINGS**
Quickly search the database of SEC filings, agreements, and exhibits with an array of smart filters. In addition, with our EDGAR Comment Letter Threads, you can follow discussions of critical disclosure issues from the initial SEC staff comment, through subsequent filer and staff responses, until resolution. And you can focus your search over Items and Risk Factors in relevant public disclosures.

**BLOOMBERG LEAGUE TABLES**
Powered by Bloomberg data, stay up-to-date on the most comprehensive information available on mergers and acquisitions and capital markets representation. Bloomberg League Tables allow you to search parameters including: investment bank rankings, market share, and deal flow. With Bloomberg Global Legal Adviser League Tables you can search legal advisors across a broad array of deal types and regions. The rankings data it comprised of manager and issuer advisors on loans, bonds, equity, and IPO transactions according to Bloomberg standards.

**PORTFOLIOS AND TREATISES**
With access to the Corporate Practice Series and the Securities Practice Series, you can understand the full context of your client’s transactions. Confidently advise them with an in-depth look at specific areas of corporate and securities law and regulation, authored by experienced practitioners. In addition, access more than 50 books from Bloomberg BNA, PLI, ABA, and others, including Getting the Deal Through.

**LAWS AND REGULATIONS**

**REGULATORY RESOURCES**
Run a single search across all SEC guidance with SEC Guidance Search. Apply a variety of filters to SEC comment letter threads and no-action letters. Review comprehensive regulatory materials.
STEP-BY-STEP PRACTICAL GUIDANCE

PRACTICAL GUIDANCE
Step-by-step guidance covering Capital Markets, Mergers & Acquisitions, Banking & Finance, and Corporate Governance. Rely on our repository of forms, drafting guidelines, sample documents and clauses, checklists, and timelines to get started quicker and get the deal done right.

BLOOMBERG DATA, NEWS & ANALYSIS DELIVERED TO YOUR DESKTOP

BNA LAW REPORTS
Experience the task-based user interface and integrated platform that works with you to complete your transactions seamlessly. Start your free trial of *Bloomberg Law: Corporate Transactions* today.

To learn more or to request a FREE trial, contact your Bloomberg BNA Representative, call 888.560.2529, or visit www.bna.com/bloomberg-law-corporate-transactions